HONG KONG AND MACAU ASSOCIATION FOR EUROPEAN STUDIES

In conjunction with the Alliance Française

EUROPEAN FILM CLUB

“JOAN OF ARC”
Directed by Carl Th. Dreyer

(1928, Denmark, Black and White, Silent with French intertitles and English subtitles)

With its stunning camera work and striking composition, Carl Dreyer’s ‘Passion of Joan of Arc’ convinced the world that movies could be art. Renée Falconetti gives one of the greatest performances ever recorded on film, as the young maiden who died for God and France.

The film will be followed by a discussion on ‘What it was to be a Saint in the European Middle Ages and what it is to be a Saint in the 21st Century’.

The discussion will be opened by His Eminence Metropolitan Nikitas of Hong Kong and South East Asia, The Rt. Rev. Dr. Eric Chong, Fellow at St. John College, Hong Kong University, Father Harold Naylor, S.J. from Wai Yan College, and Muhammad Arshad, Chief Imam at Kowloon Jami Masjid & Islamic Centre, Hong Kong, The Moderator will be Dr. Stephen Palmquist, Dept. of Religion and Philosophy, Hong Kong Baptist University.

On Thursday 27th November at 7.00 p.m.

At Alliance Française,
Centre de Jordan, Mediatheque, 2/F,
52 Jordan Road,
Kowloon

All are welcome. If you have any questions, please contact the Alliance Française (tel) 2730 3257 or Mr. Terence Yeung, European Documentation Centre at HKBU (tel) 3411 5726 or e-mail: ttyeung@hkbu.edu.hk.